Hands-on curriculum using engineering as a central process for thinking and learning

Integrated science, technology, engineering and mathematics units developed by our highly trained staff to meet specific needs of students

Fully equipped science and engineering lab

Outdoor study, 3-D Printer Lab and simulation classrooms for field experiences

Advanced, up-to-date technology for all students, including 1-1 computer initiative classes

Focus on 21st century learning, innovation, digital communication and global collaboration

lincolnavenuejaguars.weebly.com

Lincoln Avenue Academy
1330 N. Lincoln Avenue, Lakeland, FL 33805
Phone: 863-499-2955  |  Fax: 863-499-2959

lincolnavenuejaguars.weebly.com
WHERE EXCELLENCE IS JUST THE BEGINNING

OUR VISION

We, at Lincoln Avenue Academy, are committed to developing in our students the potential to become global leaders, prepared to take action to better our world.

ENRICHMENT FOR ALL STUDENTS

- A choice of opportunities for enrichment and academic growth offered to all students
- Innovative music and visual arts program
- Accentuate the Positive – a multiple intelligences enrichment program
- Parent, administrator, child, teachers – collaborative problem solving team that addresses the individual needs and growth of each student

THE LINCOLN APPROACH

- Rigorous, advanced academic standards beyond state requirements for all students
- Learning differentiated for various learning styles
- Emphasis on creativity, critical thinking and application of academic skills
- Student-centered approach encouraging leadership, problem-solving and independence
- Diverse, multicultural, supportive environment
- Writing and reading across curriculum
- Rigorous, ongoing teacher training
- Active parental and community involvement
- Lincoln Fifth Graders transition into Lawton Chiles Middle Academy, Polk County’s IB Middle Years Programme magnet school
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